
Chicago Fire 
 

"The great fires of '71 will long be remembered. The great fire in Chicago, which 
devastated and laid waste the proudest city of the West; that made the rich man 
a beggar and destroyed the result of the toil of years; that has swept over two 
thousand acres of houses; scanty hovels and gorgeous palaces; placed in 
destitution over 100,000 people; destroyed nearly $400,000,000 worth of 
property, and nearly a thousand lives; is only and scarcely equaled by the great 

fire at 
Moscow, 
when 
Napoleon's 
army was 
driven from 
shelter, to a 
cold winter's 
storm. Chicago 
is in ashes! 

Much 
speculation 
has been had, 
relative to the 
ability of 
insurance 

companies to meet their losses; but we are happy to state that every insurance 
company will promptly meet and adjust all their liabilities, and pay their losses. 
The enterprise of Chicago has not been destroyed, and it rises Phoenix-like, to 
rebuild what has disappeared. The Chicago Tribune says, in a dispatch as follows: 

The Tribune comes out with an entire sheet this morning, with more than one 
whole page of advertisements, mostly announcements of merchants and other 
businessmen of the opening of new places of business. The Tribune, in an 
editorial headed "Re-build the city," says; "All is not lost. Although four hundred 
million dollars worth of property has been destroyed, Chicago still exists. She was 
not a mere collection of stone, brick, and lumber. These were but the evidences 
of the power which produced these things; they were but the external proof of 
the high courage, unconquerable energy, strong faith and restless perseverance 
which have built here a commercial metropolis. The great national resources are 



all in existence; the lake, with its navies; the spacious harbor the vast empire of 
production, extending westward to the Pacific; the great outlet from the lakes to 
the ocean; the thirty-six lines of railroads, connecting Chicago with every part of 
the continent-these, the great arteries of trade and commerce, and all ready for 
immediate resumption. What, therefore, has been lost? We have lost the 
accumulated profits of twenty years of prosperous growth. We have lost the stock 
in trade on hand money, but we have saved life, health, vigor, industry. We have a 
dozen grain elevators yet remaining; we have the material on hand with which to 
replace those we have lost; we have within 36 hours time the whole country to 
draw on for supplies of every description of goods. In two weeks from the date of 
the fire our merchants can fill almost any order for merchandise that may be sent 
them. The credit of Chicago is saved. When the whole country has faith, hope, 
and confidence in us there can be no depression in Chicago itself. The whole trade 
of the city can be renewed at once. Temperate warehouses are being erected and 
business resumed. Let no trouble be borrowed from the past. All the losses of the 
fire will in time be passed into the great clearing house, and the payment of 
balances will be made easy for everybody. 

This editorial reflects perfectly the almost universal feeling of the citizens of all 
classes in regard to future business prospects, as does the following from the 
same paper, so far as mere words can do, their gratitude for the universal 
sympathy which has been expressed in the most practical form for sorely smitten 
city. The writer says: "The response of the people of the United States to the 
appalling calamity which has overtaken the city has no parallel in the history of 
the world since Christ died for our sins. We cannot return our thanks for their 
kindness. Words falter on our lips. Only our streaming eyes can tell how deeply 
we feel their goodness, while, however, the stricken people have already roused 
themselves from the first stunning, bewildering effects of the terrible blow to 
their business, and are manfully girding themselves to rebuild their ruined 
fortunes." 

  

 

The above passage was taken directly from the October 31, 1871 issue of Durand 
Weekly Times. 
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Peshtigo Fire 
 

"The most destructive fire ever known in this state, and one that in point of 
destructiveness and human suffering eclipses Chicago, has just passed through 
the northwestern part of this state, embracing the territory of part of the counties 
of Brown, Oconto, Keswausee, and Door. As a specimen of the suffering, in 
districts through which these fires passed, we make the following extract: 

Specials to the Daily News from Green Bay, report the loss of life by the burning 
settlements in the lumber regions as appalling. At Peshtigo, 300 are known to 
have perished. At Williamsport, Door County, 55 were burned. At Forestville, of 
six families, only one person escaped. At Birch Creek, Oconto county, 13 were 
burned. Individual cases and single families who were destroyed, are reported in 

all 

directions. At Peshtigo, the flames swept from the woods upon the town Sunday 
night, and the population had no time to get out of their houses.Some who lived 
about ten rods away from the river were overtaken by the flames before reaching 
it, and fell, burned to death. The population that could reach and enter the water 
stayed there till morning and were saved, though receiving severe burns around 
their heads. Reports would seem to be incredible, but they are alas, fatally true; 
and rumors from all the Northeastern part of the state confirm the intelligence of 



at least 500 human beings burned alive, and it is not improbable that the number 
will be doubled. 

Contributions from the people are called for. Thousands of people are starving. 
Winter is coming, and they have not provisions, houses, or bedding. They are in 
condition to receive alms from those of us who have pleasant homes and an 
abundance of the necessaries of life. Men are brothers. Man is our brother. Let us 
ponder and do something for the suffering. All provisions should be sent un-
cooked, marked plainly to the "Relief Committee," Green Bay, WI." 

 

 

The above passage was taken directly from the October 17,1871 issue of 
the Durand Weekly Times. 
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